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Done and dusted. The 21st National Gathering of the TSCC of South Africa has come and gone. Let me add,
never to be forgotten. Pretoria Centre with help from Bloemfontein Centre did us proud. The program was well
planned with a balance of official items and leisure time. The food was outstanding and was much
appreciated by all at the dining occasions. The Ladies tea was a new one and enjoyed by all the ladies that I
spoke to. The National Concourse, under the leadership of Terry Murphy, was organised with military like
precision and on the day the concourse was a spectacle which was also enjoyed by the Bloemfontein local
public at the Windmill casino complex. Having attended the 2008 Nationals in Maselspoort I was sceptical as
to what extra could be added to a "tour de Bloem". Well, awaiting was a wonderful surprise. The war museum
was outstanding not to mention the private collection of Jaguar cars belonging to Judge Fred Beckley. The
"Cherry on the top" was the Gala evening. The prize giving was exciting with some surprises up the judges
sleeves. This was the first National gathering I have attended where there were no bronze medals. All silver
and gold. Our Triumph standards keep going up and up. Well done to all entrants. Besides the lovely dinner
on offer we were entertained by Abbot and Crab. A two man band / comedian act. If you left Maselspoort not
being able to say that it was a blast then I can only say that it must have been your fault. Once again our
sincere thanks and congratulations to Bill Flynn and his hosting committee.
The BGM was well attended and several points on the agenda were well debated. The minutes of this meeting
are published in this issue of Sabrina. One decision that was taken which will impact on all members is that
Sabrina will with immediate effect only be available in digital format and can be accessed on the National
Web Site. (triumphclubsa.com) Please visit the site and enjoy the additions / improvements thanks to Dennis
Cook. A new section "TRIUMPH TRADERS" is now available making buying / wanted and selling more user
friendly.
A National Committee was elected for the next two year term.
Alan Grant

President

Geoff Kriel

Chairman

Rene de Villiers

Secretary / Spares co-ordinator / SAMCA representative

Nols Pienaar

Registrar

Helen Flynn

Editor

Engela van Vuuren

Treasurer

John Dobbins

Insurance Scheme co-ordinator

Dennis Cook

National Web Master

Dennis Cook is in the process of forming a Garden Route Centre. This is a fast growing classic car fraternity
and Triumph need to show a strong presence. I appeal to all and sundry to give Dennis all the support that
this project deserves. We will be watching this space with much interest.
We wait with bated breathe for the 2020 Nationals venue
announcement. Only 22 months to go so start preparing.
Happy TRIUMPHING.
Your Chairman
Geoff
(Please note: The National Webmaster and the Insurance Scheme
co-ordinator are not official National Committee positions)
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Hello again everyone.
Firstly some important notes and formalities for all of you to digest, before I get to the more fun stuff.
1.

We have a new National Committee for the next two years. (Pages 1& 2)

2.

Triumph Trading: A note to all members, I feel Triumph Trading, in the local Pretoria “Triumph Herald”
newsletter and in this national “Sabrina” newsletter, is becoming somewhat obsolete. The reason I am
saying this is because with the likes of Facebook, Gumtree, What’s App, and other instant electronic
media, cars are bought and sold, before the newsletters get published, Time is obviously the factor
here, because people expect to sell their cars soon, and by the time these publications become
available, the cars are already sold. To this end, Dennis Cook the webmaster has created a specific
place on the National Triumph Web page, you can access it as follows:
http://triumphclubsa.com/index.php/triumph-trading-post/, I suggest you all have a look at this, and in
future you can send all of your requests to the Dennis, his e-mail is: webmaster@triumphclubsa.com
Those members who have sent e-mails to me to sell your cars, I have passed onto Dennis for publication on
the Triumph Website.
I would like to take all of you through the sequence of events that took place at our recent 21st National
Gathering, mainly for those of you who were not there. From all of the feedback received, it was jam packed
full of fun and plenty of events to keep everyone busy for the whole week-end.
To start of with here is a re-cap of the whole week-end in the form of the “Maselspoort Movie” we made of our
event.
It is on you tube at this link https://youtu.be/KUPXJox-rn8 it is 19 minutes long !
Now that you have a general idea of how the week-end turned out, let me highlight some of the events. The
Saturday morning was designated for the guys to clean their cars, and clean them they did! Spit and polish
with a smile!
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While the guys cleaned their cars the Ladies went for Tea, and that was a big hit. They also received
their very own “goodie bag” with som cool girlie stuff inside. Special Thanks must go to Engela Van
Vuuren, Giselle Gurnell and Jen Sinclair for sourcing some of the “goodies” See page 16.
Concours Day itself was full of fun with “happy” hardworking faces everywhere.

The publication of Sabrina is now 100% electronic only, so with that in mind I
have afforded myself more space (pages) for more information (see BGM
minutes page 18) so let me know what you think?
Obviously this June 2018 edition is dedicated to the Nationals mostly, but as
usual, if you want something more technical, “just bring it on!” It’s always up
to you as to what you would like featured in Sabrina.
On that note, I’ll leave you read the Rest in Peace……..Cheers 4 Now.. Helen
Hi All……………...Nationals for 2018 DONE and DUSTED. Herewith a big Thank You to all who supported and
enjoyed.
As the Pretoria club, we have received many accolades, like; “the best nationals to date”, for which I am very
proud, however our aim from the start was not to outdo any of the previous Nationals, arranged by the other
regions—but rather to arrange a Nationals, affordable, member friendly, and as accessible as possible, with
the current economical situation in mind. All previous Nationals were well done and enjoyed by all members
anyway.
SPONSORSHIP: Without this we could not have had such a great success. Another big Thank You, and in no
particular order:
1.

Fussell and Associates.

2.

Gerald Habig (Jhb) (Wine)

3.

Martin and team from Auto Glym

4.

Dr Eddie Gurnell (Abott and Crab)

5.

Shield Car Care Products

6.

Jen Sinclair —Just Jen Photography and Travels

7.

John Roets—Axiom Hydraulics—Bumper Badges

8.

Engela/Giselle/Helen/Jen— Ladies Goodie Bags

9.

Road Traffic Management—arranged by Terry Murphy

10. The Sun Windmill Casino
11. AND of course the PRETORIA members who all played a role in our success.
Triumphs Just Having Fun……………...Bill Flynn
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WHAT THE KZN NATIONAL GATHERING PARTICIPANTS SAID
From John and Cynthia Murphy

I am sure that all contributors to any article on the 2018 Nationals will comment on and congratulate the
Pretoria Club for the outstanding organisation of the whole event.
As was mentioned at the Gala evening, the standard of all the cars entered, as well as those which were not
entered in the competition, was extremely high which manifested itself in the number of medal awards
made, bronze, silver and gold. KwaZulu-Natal entrants did themselves proud.
As the occupants of the accommodation right next to the Unit where the hose pipe was available we were
able to see the long stream of vehicles which were brought to be washed all day on the Saturday. Obviously,
there were no water restrictions in Bloemfontein, thanks to the good old Modder River.
The advice given to participants about the importance of cleaning the undercarriage and the wheels of their
cars was very well followed, which possibly contributed to the very good results.
What Cynthia and John, as not active members, were very impressed with was the friendliness and good
camaraderie which exists among all members, no matter which region they hail from.
The safe return home of all attending put the cherry on the top.
Well done, Pretoria.
From Dave van der Westhuizen:

Our 5th Nationals and we said a week before that it would be our last, but before we got there, we changed
our mind. It was great, everything and everybody! I must add that I saw much advice given, spares and tools
produced from tiny boots that made cars operate again, it really was a Club Team event that added to the
bonding and all cars got there and back on their own steam, barring one.
Proud achievements!
From Peter Roostee

Thank you all for a splendid Nationals. The organisers did a great job. On our way home we saw MG’s from
Golden Gate, the Border post where most were gathered through Winterton to N3 I hope all the Triumph
Awards are safely home. Thank you again, Peter and Kathy Roosstee.
From Shirley Lambiris:

I want to say a huge big thank you to Dave Blair for all the assistance he stopped and gave to Dave Lugg
when his car overheated on Town Hill and to Brian Hansell when his Stag slowed to a stop because of
blocked fuel filters. Without Dave they would have had very long delays in getting to Nationals. This is true
teamwork! Well done Dave!
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From Darryl and Rosemary Hurter

Fun. Hard work. Fun. Fun. Fun. This best sums up the days spent driving to Maselspoort, staying there and
driving home.
Rosemary and I enjoyed every minute with you special people and your lovely cars. There were times when we
wanted to blurt out that this would most likely be our last Nationals but we managed to keep the news of our
move to Australia till we were on the way home. A door has opened much sooner than anticipated, our
children want us to join them so we are taking a leap of faith at the end of August.
It was wonderful to be part of such a successful contingent from KZN and we were delighted by the medals
and awards which rewarded the dedicated hard work by all.
We would like to stay in contact with all of you so please keep us on all mailing lists.
With much love.
Darryl and Rosemary. Keep the revs up!
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WHAT THE KZN NATIONAL GATHERING PARTICIPANTS SAID
From David Blair:

Just to mention Chris and Sandi Buckley received a gold for his TR6. They had to leave 2018 Triumph
Nationals in Bloemfontein early and were therefore not able to receive their medal and asked me to collect it
for him. Congrats Chris and Sandi with your lovely TR6.

From Brian and Linda Hansell

As in past years Nationals proves to us all that 'no man is an island'. Once again being reunited with friends
from around the country has been an absolute pleasure and at this stage now gives us a chance to say a big
Thank you for the advice and assistance in getting the Stag to Concourse, even down to Peter Roostee who
very kindly came and polished the chrome on the car. The drinks and dinner in Clarens on the trip up was a
real eye opener for what was to come. Those Pink Gins certainly looked good and were well received by some
of the ladies. Although the change in temperature was a shock.
Once settled in Maselspoort we then had a chance to see the incredible standard of all the cars that were
there and then once at concourse to see under the hoods was an eye opener, the chromed engines were
gleaming.
The tea and scones were a great idea for the ladies and the goody bags were definitely the cherry on top and
such a good idea and very well received. As part of the South Coast contingent we do have our own 'gang' but
to be able to share drives
out, fun days, dinners and
a few tots with the Triumphant people from around
the country was the
best. Also with so many
medals for the KZN cars
we were very proud and
also for our very own lady
driver who can get into
someone else's car (well
done Brenda) and then go
on to take the ladies prize
in the driving test was the
best, well done Shirley.
L to R standing: Ed Fox; Ron Harris; Brenda Murphy; Shirley Lambiris; Dave Blair; Darryl Hurter; Debbie vd Westhuizen; Dave Lugg;
Brian Hansell; Kneeling in respect for the humble Triumph Trophy: Rob Lilburn and Terry Newall
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From Debbie van der Westhuizen

My praise goes to the Pretoria/Bloemfontein National Gathering committee for putting on an excellent and
memorable Nationals. From arrival to departure, everything ran like clockwork with very few hitches, in fact
the only one was the movie organised for the 2nd night which didn’t materialise due to technical issues. The
Welcome Registration was quick, friendly and a good way to kickstart the event.
The meals were outstanding, the choices and amount of food abundant. The menus were excellent. Bar service on the first night left a few frustrated members hanging around but after that they had it taped.
The accommodation was adequate and most certainly comfortable for us, although we didn’t need to share
and had most certainly chosen the right mix, a three sleeper with kitchenette and separate bathroom. Although we didn’t have cover for our car, which wasn’t a problem till it was all over, we at least didn’t have
sand and we were surrounded by lawn and a good surface to clean our cars on. The staff at the resort were
most helpful and always around when you needed them.
The tour de Bloem which sent us around the city of Bloemfontein to see the best of what Bloem has to offer
was well worth the 7 hours trip set aside for this ‘test towards medals’. I am sure there are a few of us that
have intentions of going back to revisit those places.
The visit to Boydens Observatory was out of this world, literally.
The concours itself for me was great fun. It was the first time I had been roped into judging, a new thing the
Nationals Committee had instated to bring more women into the swing of things. The venue for the concours
was perfect although the restrooms were a little far but there was adequate shade and eating places to keep
us all occupied. The concours was fun, the skills driving test too much fun to miss. The photographer, Jennifer Sinclair was on the ball always everywhere getting a good shot and even managed to run a little video of
the whole Nationals.
If I had to criticise anything, it was probably that in some instances during announcements in the main hall at
the various functions was a little difficult to hear and understand. But then that happens in most of these
large functions.
Well done Pretoria/Bloem. You’ve done it again! Outstanding effort.
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Simply the best - By Dennis Cook
The 2018 National gathering is already a memory; a pleasant one, I am sure, for all who attended. I note that
the Pretoria Newsletter “The Herald” says that it may be deemed to be the “best ever” Nationals. The Pretoria
centre certainly has every reason to be proud of their organisation of a great National Gathering.
Whilst I have not, like some of the stalwarts at Maselspoort, attended every one of the Club’s Nationals;
I have missed only 1 in 44 years. During that time there have been quite a number that were deemed to be
the “best ever” and I am not saying that Pretoria does not deserve the accolade; far from it. What I have
noted, however, is that the organisers who have created really great National Gatherings have been
characterised by their abilities to “think outside of the box” and surprise the members with some innovation.
The Pretoria centre sure did this and I would like to highlight how this made the 2018 one of the “best ever”.
Organising a goody bag and function for the ladies was creative and much appreciated by the ladies (and
their partners). Many of our members are now in their ‘70s and their spouses perhaps just a few years
younger. Hey Guys; do you think ladies of that age really enjoy having to climb in and out of your old sports
car? They do it because you enjoy your hobby and they care for you. Bill and team, you are to be congratulated for doing something special for our special ladies.
Bill had been concerned about trying to balance cost with a good package and I must say that the men’s
Goody bag was “simply the best”. It contained so many useful items and must have taken some organising
(and cajoling). Thanks for this Pretoria team. I have yet to try the breathalyser gadget but I keep it handy, just
in case!
The slide show during the Gala evening was much appreciated and enjoyed as was the USB bracelet of
photographs given out on the night! How nice to have instant take home memories. We are still waiting for
the promised CD from the 2016 Nationals at Hartenbos! And then to top it all, National Gathering 2018 – the
movie - available almost immediately on YouTube! It is really great and Jen Sinclair is to be congratulated on
producing such an enjoyable and professional movie. It is not the first movie made of a National Gathering
but is the first that I have seen that is short and very watch-able. It encapsulates the moments that we
enjoyed together and never becomes tedious.
Live music- well it is a long time since we enjoyed live music at a National Gathering and Abbott and Crab
were great entertainers. Ok some of their jokes caused some people to groan, but most seemed disappointed
that there was not enough time left at the end of the Gala evening to dance as the homeward journey with its
early start was looming. Is it just me, or do many think that the handing out of medals takes up too much celebrating and dancing time? The CT centre tried, at Hartenbos 2016, to batch the medallists in order to
reduce the time. I don’t know if all agreed with this approach but there was more time for dancing.
We now look forward eagerly to the next National Gathering in 2020. Will it be in the Karoo? That is some
challenge Jo’burg, but we know that you will rise
to it!
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Bronze, Silver, and Gold, Gold, Gold and then more Gold !
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Geoff won Gold for this TR3, in the d’Elegance class, he was also
the highest scorer overall, also winning the d’Elagance trophy. It
seems by these above photo’s, it was quite an emotional moment,
both for Geoff and Bill (who used to own the very same TR3, I
wonder how the TR3 felt?
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Highest score D’Etat : Denys Fourie (97,9%), and one of our sponsors “Auto Glym” supplied the prize.

Highest score D’Elegance: Geoff Kriel (99,6%), and that prize was also sponsored by “Auto Glym” and Geoff
also won the “Graham Cheetham Floating Trophy” for sidescreens.

Highest combined score in class:TR4/4A/5/6—Deon de Kock;TR7/8-Terry Murphy; Spitfire/GT6-Mike Bilson

Stag/Saloon—Darryl Hurter
On the right,
“The Scenic Drive Trophy”
was won by Bill Sales in his
GT6, ably assisted by
Elzette Liebenberg.
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Albert de Vos, (Pretoria) won
the “Neville Whitford Memorial
Trophy” for the “Most Desirable
Car” the people’s choice, for
his 1947 Triumph Roadster.

Deon de Kock (Port Elizabeth)
presented the “Ian Evans
Clubman’s Trophy” to Gavin
Turner (Border)

Andre Pretorius (Pretoria) won
the trophy for the Best
Unrestored Car D’Elegance.

The “Peter Du Sautoy Intrepid
Traveller Trophy” was won by
Eddie Hughes who drove from
Cape Town to Maselspoort in
his TR7.

Denys Fourie (Pretoria) won the
trophy for the Best Unrestored
Car D’Etat.

Because of the way the scoring
overall works out………………
Pretoria Centre won the
“President’s Trophy” and Geoff
Kriel the National Chairman
duly presented it to Bill Flynn
the Pretoria Centre Chairman.
Pretoria’s score was 74,70%

Ladies first…….
”The Best Lady Driver Trophy” was awarded
to Shirley Lambiris (KZN)

“The Tim Robertson Best Male
Driver” was awarded to Terry
Murphy (Pretoria), who was
also the “Clark of the Course”
on Concours day.
“The TR Register Friendship Trophy” was
handed to Pretoria from Cape Town, who
hosted the last Nationals in 2016.
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“The Graham Cheetham Memorial Trophy” - The Golden TR was awarded to Helen Flynn. It was presented by
the President of the Triumph Club, Alan Grant.
Perhaps I should say something about this award now, because at the
Gala Evening, I was called on to “make a speech”, and at the time I was
pretty “speechless”.
Bill Flynn called on Alan Grant to say something about this award, as it is
apparently something quite special. Alan explained that this award is put
to the vote and the chairman of each region put a name forward and at
the Chairman’s meeting before the BGM, they then vote on these names
put forward.
At the time Alan got up to talk about this award, I was busy leaning
against the wall at the side of the hall, making video’s with my mobile
phone, of all of the awards everyone had been receiving during the
evening, because as everyone who was at the Nationals knows, we made a “movie” of the whole week-end.
To this end Jen was taking the still shots of each medal and trophy, recipient, so it fell upon me to capture
some footage of the awards on video, for the “Maselspoort Movie”
I recorded Alan’s speech about this “Golden TR” trophy and thought it was “quite interesting”, he mentioned
something about….. it was unanimous but not obvious, and he spoke about “Zen and the art of motorcycle
maintenance” and something about, ‘not was it was, but what it meant’. I was thinking that the winner was
probably into Triumph motorcycles, as well as cars……………...then he announced my name. I thought I was
hearing things. I said to myself, “Did he just call my name? No ! It can’t be.” Then everyone in the hall stood
up and cheered and clapped, and the people sitting directly in front of me, turned to face
me………………...Well………. I didn’t know where to put my phone or my face, and the “Maselspoort Movie”
shows just that reaction………...That’s why I was speechless………….I really didn’t see that one coming……….So
from the bottom of my heart, I say THANK YOU, to each and everyone of you.
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The Toer de Bloem, was superbly organised by Nols Pienaar, and took everyone to some of the interesting
places Bloemfontein has to offer. Everyone left Maselspoort and followed the directions given, firstly to the
“Nasionale Vrouemonument” (Didn’t someone say something about the “knitting club” in the Maselspoort
Movie !)
Then the route took everyone
to Judge Fred Beckley’s smallholding/farm, where we all
saw a superb collection of
Jaguars on display. A big
THANK YOU must also go to
Judge Beckley for allowing the
Triumph Club to come and
see this magnificent collection.

Then everyone went to “Pretty
Gardens” for lunch and some
more clues…………………
After that everyone went up
to Naval Hill and had to “struggle” with some more questions,
but eventually everyone was victorious and returned to
Maselspoort to prepare for the Gala Evening.
(Thanks to Jean Coppens for the photo at the statue of Nelson
Mandela on the right…….or is that the left?)
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TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA
MINUTES OF THE 21st BIENNIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CLUB HELD ON 28th APRIL 2018
IN THE ELAND ROOM, MASELSPOORT (BLOEMFONTEIN) AT THE TIME OF THE CLUB’S 2018
NATIONAL GATHERING.
PRESENT: Alan Grant (National President); Geoff Kriel (National Chairman); Nols Pienaar (National Registrar);
Helen Flynn (Editor, Sabrina); Ed Grondel (National Treasurer); René de Villiers (Spares Administrator, SAMCA
Representative, and Secretary for the meeting) plus 42 members as per the attendance register, and a
further 4 proxies.
WELCOME AND APOLOGIES: The Chairman welcomed everyone present to the 21st Biennial Gathering of the
Triumph Sports Car Club of South Africa (the Club). Before proceeding with the business of the meeting the
Chairman called for a moment of silence to honour Club members who had passed away since the previous
meeting. On behalf of the Club he extended his condolences to the bereaved families of the late members
who will be sorely missed.
The following apologies for non-attendance were recorded: Gordon Waring; Eddie Steele; plus the 4 proxies.
It was recorded that the Agenda and Notice of the meeting had been published in the December 2017 issue
of Sabrina.
With more than 10% of Club members either present or represented by proxy, the Chairman stated that the
necessary quorum was present and declared the meeting as duly constituted.
MINUTES OF THE 20th BIENNIAL GENERAL MEETING HELD ON 4th MAY 2016: The minutes of the meeting had
been published in the June 2016 issue of Sabrina and were taken as read. Adoption of the minutes was
proposed by Nols Pienaar and seconded by Eric Fletcher. The minutes were duly adopted.
MATTERS ARISING: There were no matter arising from the minutes.
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
I welcome you all here today to what is the TSCC of South Africa's 21st BGM here in Maselspoort. This is a
most appropriate venue to become of age, as it all started here 40 years ago way back in 1978. We are
fortunate enough to have five members with us today who were at that first gathering. Welcome David Blair,
Rene de Villiers, Alan Grant, Nols Pienaar and Gavin Turner. In fact there is a sixth who was in a carry cot at
the time and is now an active member. Stuart Turner, son of Gavin Turner. Thank you to all five of you for the
solid foundation that you laid back then for this wonderful club of ours, and indeed for the dedication and
hard work each of you have afforded the club over the last 40 years. How things have changed since then
with a two sleeper unit at R3.30 per night to what we are paying today. Hopefully our beloved Triumphs have
increased in value by the same percentage. I also wish to thank each and every one of you for making the
effort to be at this National gathering and indeed at this BGM.
On a more sombre note I acknowledge that over the past two years we have lost the following members of the
Triumph family:Ken Boss, Harry Higgins, Chris Leah, Brian Maggs, Johan Marais, Rudi Venter, and G.P. Vorster
Our sincere condolences to their families. May they rest in peace and be remembered forever.
The true strength of our club lies at Centre level. All the centres remain very active having monthly Noggins
and many outings, functions and concourses during the year. With out risking the Triumph identity most
centres continue to engage with other car clubs on selected occasions. This has over the years built strong
relationships in the classic car fraternity. The TSCC continues to be held in high esteem thanks to the efforts
of club members and strong committees in all centres.
On the financial front the club remains stable to the extent that R40,000-00 surplus was refunded back to
members via the various Centres during this two year period. There was also no increase in annual
subscription fees. The financial report published in the March 2018 Sabrina and to be tabled here today
confirms this financial statement.
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Although national membership has grown by 5,5% year on year it continues to be one of our greatest challenges. This is not unique to our club. Most, if not all classic car clubs in South Africa complain of a diminishing membership. We must continue to strive towards making our club attractive to join, Triumph or no Triumph. Membership status was debated vigorously during the past period and was thankfully resolved with all
parties accepting that we are governed by our National constitution, which must remain the corner stone of
our governance.
Another subject of debate was that of Honorary membership, and after much participation it was decided that
the status quo would remain. I must bring to your attention that there is a constitutional procedure for nominating a member for Honorary membership. There were nominations which could not be entertained due to
the non compliance of this procedure.
Although Sabrina, which I believe to be one of the corner stones of our club, has been distributed in both hard
copy and digital format, we once again might have to consider opting for digital only. Printing costs are not
going to stabilise, not to mention the manual effort of collating, packaging and posting. I for one have always
preferred a hard copy to access from my bookshelf at will, but I understand that there is a sacrifice to be
made for moving with the times. After all with the improvements on our national web site all Sabrina's will be
available at the press of a button.
I hope that you have all visited our National Web Site of late. Dennis Cook has been hard at work and has
quite frankly made huge strides in improvements. The subject is up for discussion later on in this agenda.
In conclusion I want to thank all the Centre chairs and their committees for their support and diligence in
keeping our club happy and "on top of the pile". The strength of this club is almost totally reliant on the condition, activities and status of our seven Centres. Also to all those members who have offered so much support
in the past two years. To the National committee my sincere thanks for your hard work and support you have
given me and indeed each other. There can be no doubt that the Triumph Register is accurate and as always
well maintained. Likewise the continued importation of spares has been handled with military precision and
benefited many members, and the club secretariat handled by meticulous administration and precision. I do
not have to remind you of the Sabrina success story. The proof of the pudding is in the eating which we continue to enjoy on a quarterly basis. Ed Grondel will not be standing for re election, so a huge thank you to you
Ed for the great service you have been to the club. What comfort it is to a chairman to have a treasurer as
competent and diligent as you have been. Thank you Rene, Nols, Helen and Ed. Also to you Mr president, Alan
Grant, for your support. Thank you Dennis Cook for the work you are doing on the National Web Site and John
Dobbins for your efforts in keeping our car insurance scheme in line with the times.
I have enjoyed serving as Chairman of your National club for the past two years, so much so that I have decided to stand for re-election should you wish to put up with me for another term.
I wish you all a prosperous, healthy and Triumphant next two years.
Thank you for your attention.
Geoff Kriel.
Adoption of the report was proposed by Alan Grant, and seconded by Ed Grondel. The report was duly adopted.
NATIONAL REGISTRAR’S REPORT, APRIL 2018.
Some of our members may recall that last month, while writing the report for the March 2018 issue of Sabrina, I lamented the fact that I did not manage to reach my goal of accessing the details of at least 1200 Triumphs in our register. We stood at 1199, so near and yet so far away! Well, I am happy to report that as I am
compiling this report (20 April ), my goal has been reached (see table of holdings on the reverse side), largely
due to the continual good support I am receiving from Bill Sales, our intrepid Pretoria member, who has this
wonderful gift of sniffing out Triumphs in obscure places. What's more, many of them ended up in his personal collection of at least 11 Triumphs so far. Watch this space!
Comparing our total at the time of the previous national gathering (1115 cars) with our current register holdings, we will note an eight percent increase of no less than 90 Triumphs. This growth percentage is more than
double the figure we noted in 2014 and 2016.
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Looking at the figures in the table overleaf we will note that our healthiest growth continues among our TR's
(TR7's in particular) and our Spitfires where the older cars (Mk1's to Mk3's) are the most prominent. Many of
the other models within the Triumph range appear to have reached saturation point. What cannot be included
in this category are the 6 cylinder saloons. So many Chicanes have been produced in South Africa - this car is
after all our own indigenous model - that it is very surprising to find so relatively few in the register. Perhaps a
visit to our local vehicle scrap yards may yield some sore sights and uneasy truths about the fate of too many
them; something we do not want to see or hear. What a pity!
People often contact me in order to find out if I have any details of a Triumph they are interested in or that
they wish to buy. By giving me the registration number of the car they expect me to produce the details.
Unfortunately in such cases I cannot help because registration numbers are not used in the register at all.
The simple reason for that is that registrations do not remain with a car and change constantly. My TR4A that
I bought in 1972, by way of illustrating the point, now has its seventh set on number plates. Cars are
accessed according to commission number, also referred to as chassis number by some, while the modern
term in use is the vehicle identification number or VIN. Unfortunately some Triumphs cannot be accessed
because a built-up car gets a long tedious number issued by the authorities that has no resemblance to any
known Triumph identification number. This is made worse when a non-Triumph engine is also fitted because
a Triumph engine number, as a last resort, is not available.
I am looking forward to making the SA register accessible to our club members on the website by means of
password protection and will liaise with our webmaster in this respect.
Nols
Adoption of the report was proposed by John Roets and seconded by Andre Greyling. The report was duly
adopted.

TRIUMPHS IN SA REGISTER

TRIUMPH MODEL

APRIL 2016

APRIL 2018

INCREASE

TR2

47

48

1

TR3

87

89

2

TR3A

92

98

6

TR4

18

21

3

TR4A

34

36

2

TR5

12

13

1

TR6

74

76

2

TR7

153

165

12

TR8

5

6

1

TOTAL TR

522

552

40

PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL

45,9
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TRIUMPH MODEL

APRIL 2016

APRIL 2018

INCREASE

PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL

Spitfire Mk 1

71

88

17

Spitfire Mk 2

56

59

3

Spitfire Mk 3

167

180

13

Spitfire Mk 4

27

28

1

Spitfire 1500

9

10

1

TOTAL SPITFIRE

330

365

35

GT6 Mk 1

16

16

-

GT6 Mk 2

5

5

-

GT6 Mk 3

14

15

1

TOTAL GT6

35

36

1

3,0

STAG

28

31

3

2,6

Herald

40

43

3

Vitesse

9

9

-

TOTAL Herald &
Vitesse

49

52

3

2000 Mk 1 & Mk 2
Saloon

44

48

4

2500PI

9

9

-

Chicane Mk 1 & Mk 2 73

75

2

TOTAL 6 Cylinder

126

135

9

FWD Saloon 1300 &

9

10

1

Toledo

1

1

-

Dolomite

2

2

-

TOTAL 4 Cylinder

12

13

1

30,3

4,3

11,2

1,1
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TRIUMPH MODEL

APRIL 2016

APRIL 2018

INCREASE

Roadster 1800 &
2000

5

15

10

TR3Town & Country 2
Saloon

2

-

Mayflower

2

2

-

TOTAL OLDIES

9

19

10

Italia

1

1

-

ALL TRIUMPHS

1115

1205

90

PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL

1,6

100,0

Website: The publication of Register details on the Club’s website had been a topic of interest and it was
agreed to discuss the website at this point in the meeting. Dennis Cook gave a presentation on the internet
locality, appearance and content of the website and elaborated on various security features which can be
built into the website to ensure that access would be restricted to Club members. Fears of the possibility that
personal and/or vehicle data could be misappropriated were raised by various Club members, and after debate it was RESOLVED THAT Register details would not be published on the Club’s website. The Chairman
recorded a special vote of thanks to Dennis Cook, Webmaster, for the extensive improvements he had made
to the Club’s website, and for the maintenance thereof.
TREASURER’S REPORT ON THE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS. (2017)
Ed Grondel noted that the National Accounts together with the Treasurer’s report for the year ended 31 st
December 2017 had been published in the March 2018 issue of Sabrina. These documents were taken as
read.
Ed highlighted certain aspects in the accounts and reported that the Club was financially sound. The central
message that could be derived from the accounts was that attention would need to be given to a drive for
additional members.
As regards membership cards, Ed noted that at the 2016 National Gathering it had been decided to abolish
the issuing of cards on a yearly basis. Annual membership cards had been replaced with a permanent card
which bore the Club member’s membership number. An indemnity was printed on the reverse side of the card
to the effect that all concerned should contact the Club’s administration to ascertain if a Club member’s
membership was current.
The Chairman noted that Ed Grondel was not available for re-election and a vote of thanks to Ed was
recorded for his valuable contribution during his tenure as Treasurer.
Adoption of the accounts and report was proposed by Gerald Habig and seconded by Harry Fairly. The
documents were duly adopted.
EDITOR OF SABRINA : REPORT.
The Editor of Sabrina, Helen Flynn, tabled the Editor’s report, and elected to read it out to the meeting, as
follows:
SABRINA is now 21st century compliant. The electronic media is playing more of a prominent role than ever
before, and true to the mandate I was given at the 2016 BGM in Hartenbos, after I was elected to the position
of editor, I have spent the last 2 years producing both an electronic copy and a hard copy of your Sabrina.
This leads me to my next point. I have changed the look and feel of Sabrina, and by the comments and
e-mail’s I have received, this appears to be most positive. The 24 page A5 booklet in full colour, is being well
received by the members.
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Why the 24 page booklet, this is driven mainly by cost of the printing of the booklet, and while the costs
remain within your subscription fees, you will continue to receive your Sabrina in it’s present formats. (note
the plural.)
The debate as to whether members should receive hard or electronic only copies, has been laid to rest over
the last 2 years of my editorship, and the way in which each and every member receives his or her copy of
Sabrina at the moment, is how it will continue for the short foreseeable future.
The focus has now moved to a different area of debate. The new topic for discussion will be, who will
distribute Sabrina, nationally, in both it’s electronic and hard copy formats.
I feel that the distribution of it should be handled in a more formal and dedicated manor, by this I mean, by a
person who is solely responsible for the distribution of the national magazine in all of it’s formats. This person
needs to be someone who is proficient in spread sheet/database management, and has the patience and
skill to create +/- 200 names on labels, stick them onto 200 envelopes, after having checked that all of the
postal addresses they have are all correct, and do not change at any point during the year. (Which is never
the case.) Then this person has the unenviable task of taking this pile of magazines to a local post office and
negotiating with the clerk the merits of, the franking machine printing out the stamps/labels or buying actual
stamps. (Sabrina requires 1 franking machine stamp/label, or two postage stamps.)
I have discovered over the last 2 years that the amount of time and effort required to distribute the Sabrina
nationally in it’s various formats, now takes up more time than producing and editing the magazine itself. For
example, I am able to put Sabrina together in about 2 weeks, it then takes another week for the printing of
the hard copy to take place, in the meantime, during that week, the electronic distribution usually takes
place. (Remember being the Sabrina editor is not supposed to be a full time job, but as you can see we are
now in week 3 of the month, and the above mentioned hard copy preparation and distribution, has not yet
taken place.) This hard copy preparation, can take anything from 4 days (if you are completely on top of your
game with regard to, envelopes, stamps, correctly printed name and address labels, and patience and
calmness during the post office part of the process.) to, more than a week, if you are a normal person and run
the average family home , with spouse, children and grandchildren and pets.
Now we are well into week 4 of the month, and lo and behold the next month has crept up unsuspectingly.
Hence I am putting it out there that I require assistance with the distribution of Sabrina and I am seriously
looking for a volunteer.
The website is now also up and running smoothly, so this is the place where Sabrina does currently reside.
This now also opens up a whole new way that members could look at Sabrina as well.
This volunteer for the distribution of Sabrina, does not necessarily have to reside in an area close to me
(Pretoria), as the electronic file can be sent anywhere in the country and this person can source a local printer
to produce the magazine.
Coupled with this electronic distribution, is the task of ensuring that members give their correct and up to
date e-mail addresses, and always inform the club when any of this changes. (Which is not always the case.)
The National “database/ spread sheet”, with much effort, from the editor and national treasurer, is now as up
to date as it can be.
I have not discussed the electronic distribution data cost of Sabrina at this point in time, as I have carried the
cost myself and I have not as yet had time to assess what the actual data costs are for this distribution area.
So as you can all now see, being 21st century compliant, is by no means a small feat, and still balancing it
with some 20th century hard copy hospitality, takes quite a lot of time and effort.
Having said all of this I will endeavour to continue with the editorship of your Sabrina, with a little help from
my friends.
Helen Flynn, Sabrina Editor.
Report continued on following page………….page 24.
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After discussion it was RESOLVED THAT:
1)

No further hard copies of Sabrina will be printed and distributed.

2)

The magazine would be published on the national website.

3)

Savings resulting from the switch to publishing Sabrina in electronic format only (if any), will be
accumulated, and the application thereof will be debated in course of the next two years.

Adoption of the Editor’s report was proposed by Eric Fletcher and seconded by Gavin Turner. The report was
duly adopted, and the meeting recorded a vote of thanks in favour of Helen Flynn.
SPARES FUND: REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 SEPTEMBER 2017; AND
AMENDMENTS TO THE SPARES FUND CONSTITUTION.
Report and financial statements: These documents had been published in the December 2017 issue of
Sabrina, and René de Villiers reviewed some of the major points in the report. Adoption of the report and
accounts were proposed by Dave v d Westhuizen and seconded by Ed Grondel The report and accounts were
duly adopted.
Amendments to the Spares Fund Constitution: René de Villiers had proposed a range of amendments to the
Spares Fund constitution which were published in the December 2017 issue of Sabrina. Wide ranging debate
ensued on the proposed amendments, as well as regarding the origins and place of the Spares Fund in the
Club. Adoption of the proposed amendments was seconded by Dennis Cook and adopted by a show of hands.
Peter Roostee moved a vote of thanks for Rene for his dedication to the spares fund.
GRAHAM CHEETHAM TRUST FUND
Alan Grant confirmed that he and Gino Cassieri were the trustees of the Trust. He briefly explained how the
Trust had come into being and how it came about that some R1800,00 was left in the bank account. Closure
of the bank account, and donating the proceeds to The Organ Donors Fund, which had been agreed to by at
the biennial general meeting in 2016 was still to be attended to. The Trust itself will be retained as agreed to
previously.
SAMCA REPORT
René de Villiers noted that the public liability cover arranged by SAMCA had been increased from R5 million to
R10 million. The number of Clubs affiliated to SAMCA had reduced from 31 to 24, and the number of
individual members thus affiliated had declined from 4073 to 3402. SAMCA had created a marketing
portfolio as an addition to its executive committee, and the Alfa Romeo Club representative had been
appointed to fulfil this role. Vehicles of forty years and older, or those classified as “collectible” could be
imported free of import duties, provided laid down procedures were followed. The National Classic Car
Concours which had been planned for 2nd September 2018 had been postponed due to a clash with other
major motoring events appointed taking place at around that time. The SAMCA treasurer, George Shipway
had very unexpectedly died of cerebral malaria.
Adoption of the report was proposed by John Dobbins and seconded by Bill Flynn. The SAMCA report was duly
adopted by the meeting.
GENERAL
Club insurance scheme
John Dobbins reviewed the Club’s insurance arrangements which were in place via the brokerage of Fussell &
Associates. He cautioned Club members to review the insured values of their cars so as to ensure that they
were not under-insured.
National Gathering 2020
The next National Gathering would be arranged and hosted by Johannesburg Centre, at a venue to be
decided.
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ELECTION OF NATIONAL COMMITTEE
The Chairman yielded the Chair to the National President, Alan Grant, for the election of members of the
Executive Committee. He noted that the National Treasurer, Ed Grondel was not available for re-election, but
that Engela van Vuuren had been proposed and seconded for this position.
The following persons were proposed and unanimously elected to the positions indicated:
National Chairman…………………………………………………………Geoff Kriel
National Registrar………………………………………………….…….…Nols Pienaar
Sabrina Editor…………………………………………………….…….……Helen Flynn
National Treasurer…………………………………………………...……Engela van Vuuren
SAMCA Representative..……………………………………………...…René de Villiers
Spares Fund Administrator ……………………………………...…… René de Villiers
Although not members of the National Committee, it was noted that John Dobbins would continue to oversee
the Club’s insurance scheme, and that Dennis Cook would continue in the position as Webmaster.
The National Chairman took over the meeting from the National President.
CLOSURE
There being no further business, the Chairman declared the meeting closed.
Confirmed on …………………………………………………(date) 28th APRIL 2018
at……………………………………………………….(place) IN THE ELAND ROOM, MASELSPOORT (BLOEMFONTEIN) AT THE TIME OF THE
CLUB’S 2018 NATIONAL GATHERING

Signed…………………………………………………………………
Saved: Triumph Club BGM Maselspoort 2018.
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Formation of a Triumph Club – Garden Route Centre
(Dennis Cook motivated to the National Committee the reasons for wanting to start a Garden Route Centre,
below and on the following page are the notes (e-mails) and comments from the committee.)

Dennis Cook is motivating to start a TSCC Garden Route Centre.
I quote Para 2.2 of our National Constitution.
2.2 Regional Centres
"Regional Centres are recognized as the primary operational level of club activity. They shall be formed and
properly constituted in accordance with the provisions of this constitution as well as their own regional constitutions. Application for the establishment of a new regional centre may be made with a full motivation and
after careful consideration may approve or decline the establishment of a new regional centre.
Each regional centre shall draw up a constitution within six months of it's establishment, or within six months
of the effective date of this constitution. The constitution of each regional centre shall be submitted to the
committee of National body for ratification and acceptance, which will only be granted provided no part of
it's contents are in conflict with the provisions, objectives or spirit of this constitution."

I personally support this motion. Dennis correctly motivates that neither PE or CT can deliver to a Garden
Route membership as adequately as a resident centre. I can't see any form of conflict with other centres and
would urge you all to support the establishment of TSCC Garden Route Centre. The Garden Route classic car
fraternity is growing faster than any other region in South Africa. We need strong representation here. Unless
of course any one can come up with good reason not to support this centre formation. Please treat this as
urgent as I am sure Dennis would like to set the wheels in motion ASAP.
I look forward to participation from all of you by return e-mail.
Best regards, Geoff
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^oOo^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Hi Geoff
Thank you for informing us about the intended formation of a new additional TSCC centre on the Garden
Route.
I am convinced that such new centre will, given the relatively large and growing number of Triumph owners in
Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Sedgefield, Hartenbos, Mossel Bay and elsewhere along the Garden Route, be very
viable and I am therefore in full support of Dennis Cook’s efforts and initiative to establish the Garden Route
Centre in the near future. I am also of the opinion that such a centre will best be able to serve the needs of
existing local TSCC members as well as other owners of Triumphs locally who may wish to join once such
centre has been established.
Kind regards Nols Pienaar
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^oOo^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Hello Geoff, and the rest of the gang, And, especially Dennis,
I have only two comments:



What took you so long?
There was one other regional centre which came and went, namely the West Rand Centre, where Arnie
Lowes was the main mover and shaker. Arnie owned a magnificent selection of Triumphs, including a
racing TR7 replica (if I remember correctly, in Martini racing livery ??), and the only “long door” TR2 I
have seen in South Africa. He was all set to collect one example of each TR in particular, and Triumph
cars in general. Meetings and noggins were held in a well equipped club house on their factory premises in Randfontein. Unfortunately, Arnie lost interest, and migrated to Harley Davidsons and aircraft. He
was subsequently tragically killed in a flying accident when he and his instructor flew into the side of the
Magaliesberg.

The initiative for a Garden Route regional centre has my full support. Well done Dennis.
Regards,

Rene de Villiers.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^oOo^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Hello gents,
Absolutely no problem with Dennis’ proposal.
Rene has expressed the comments regarding the West Rand Centre. It was a good centre and no criticism for
the fact that it faded. There was nothing wrong with the way the people involved ran it, it just did not serve a
sustainable purpose in the area.
NB: You can encourage anyone to be a member of the new centre, Triumph owner or not.
Best wishes,

Alan G.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^oOo^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Hello Dennis
There has been over whelming support for the formation of a TSCC Garden Route Centre. This I am sure you
will all agree should not have any negative impact on any other centre but rather strengthens our national
foot print.
Please join me in wishing Dennis success in this venture and afford him what ever support and help he might
need.
Thank you for the initiative and please be assured of our fullest support at all times. Look forward to being
kept in the loop regarding your progress. Please let us know when you have your first noggin / meeting.
Good Luck. Best regards, Geoff
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^oOO^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Thanks to all for the support.
Who knows, but we might do another Nationals at Hartenbos
Regards, Dennis,

Tel : 044 343 2054/ 060 700 0192—webmaster@triumphclubsa.com
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A cheap way to de-rust your tools—By Dennis Cook
It is not only one’s cars that require constant managing for rust at the coast, and I had noticed over the years
that many of my spanners and other tools have developed a light coating of rust, particularly those that are
less frequently used and therefore do not have the protective coating imparted by greasy hands.
Those who have done restorations are probably familiar with phosphoric acid which is a really great de-rusting
agent, but phosphoric acid is not freely available and, like all acids, needs to be managed carefully. I found a
tip that I have just used to restore all my spanners to sparkling as new condition that I thought to share with
our members. It is easy and inexpensive.
Place the rusty tools in a plastic container wide and deep enough to be able to immerse them. I suggest not
to use your wife's best Tupperware container as you may not be able to clean it satisfactorily afterwards. Pour
a couple of bottles of ordinary white spirit vinegar, that you can purchase from any supermarket, into the container in order to cover the tools, and leave overnight. You may find the next morning that the don't look any
different but you will need to brush off the rust which will come away easily with a fine wire brush or even an
old toothbrush. The rust brushes off easily and you will be left with a clean spanner or tool. Now neutralise the
acid by immersing the tools in water in which you have dissolved a few tablespoons of bicarbonate of soda
and, hey presto, they will be suitable for showcasing in your workshop. I suggest to wipe the tools with an oily
rag to add a layer of protection or, as I did, drop them in a container of diesel before wiping them clean for
use.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^oOo^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Gertjan van der Klasthorst our Pretoria
member from Germany sent me this lovely
classic comic strip, from back in the
day………...Although as a concerned TR
owner, I’m not sure you would want your
TRIUMPH to start smoking at any
age……….tongue bite or not! - Helen
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Where’s your
Breathalyser?

THE STEERING COMMITTEE

Mind the
Tree . . . .

No reversing into pedestrians!

Voodoo Ball. . . . .
”You will stay there, or
I will squash you!”

Look Ma, No
Hands !
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How to take a selfie, while driving, without a mobile phone!

I’ll score the goal, and
get the ball in the plate!

ALAN! Look a tree !
PLEASE try to miss it !

GOSH! How did I
end up here, in the
driver’s seat?

It must be that
Voodoo Ball !

It’s making our arms do
some funny things !
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Keep Calm and Drive on, without loosing your passenger!

And as is the case, on the back page, good things must come to
an end sometimes too, for a while. So as we said in the
Maselspoort movie………………….Adios Bloemfontein !………………..
…………………………..Till we meet again!

